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Welcome to the
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Published monthly by LPG and
Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the
industry's efforts to encourage the direct use of
natural gas and LPG into households and small
businesses.
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Gas reserves increase 7 percent
LPG industry aims for 100 percent transition to bioLPG by 2040

Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers

Govt must lead the way on electrification, Transpower says

numerous cost, environmental and energy efficiency benefits. Gas

Electricity and gas are NZ’s energy future, says report

New Zealand hopes to educate consumers and policy makers about

GasNZ Forum: investigating the energy sector’s biggest questions

the many advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy
asset.

Gas reserves increase 7 percent

Electricity and gas are NZ’s energy future, says
report

Development and appraisal work helped increase the country’s
natural gas and LPG reserves by about 7 percent last year,
according to government data.
Proven and probable remaining reserves stood at 2,116
Petajoules at January 1, up about 130 PJ from a year earlier.

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions can be achieved using
renewable electricity to reduce transport and process heat
emissions, a report released in July states.

Read more

The independent Interim Climate Change Committee’s (ICCC)
report on Accelerated Electrification was released last month
by the Minister for Energy and Resources, Hon Dr Megan
Woods.

LPG industry aims for 100 percent transition to
bioLPG by 2040

Following a year-long evidence and analysis-based inquiry, the
Committee recommends a series of actions the government
can take to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, using renewable
electricity to reduce transport and process heat emissions.
Read more

GasNZ Forum: investigating the energy sector’s
biggest questions

A full switch to bioLPG could deliver up to 90 percent reduction
in carbon emissions, the newly re-branded trade association
representing the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) industry in the
UK has said.
Liquid Gas UK has launched its new vision – laying the marker
for the industry to transition to 100 percent bioLPG by 2040.
Read more

Govt must lead the way on electrification,
Transpower says

Over the next three Gasline issues, a collection of the GasNZ
Forum speakers will enlighten readers with an extract of their
upcoming presentations and the challenges the sector faces.
Of the 16 speakers slated to present at this year’s Gas Industry
Forum in Christchurch, Director Government Relations at Gas
Infrastructure Europe, Barabara Jinks, will dive deeper into
what’s happening on the global stage.

The government needs to do more if it wants to electrify the
economy and meets its energy and climate change targets,
Transpower says.

Read more

Read more

STORY IDEAS?

We are always looking for stories from
both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as
well as the wider gas community.
If you have any story ideas for Gasline please email Daniel.
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